Welcome to the 2022 LEO-LION TOWN HALL
The Art of Multigenerational Collaboration

Hosted By: Leo-Lion Board Liaisons
Ulrike “Ulli” Herrmann and Shefanie Vin

Special Guest
Douglas X. Alexander
Lions International President

Panelists
ILO President Letizia Vanelli, Italy
Leo-Lion Veronica “Vero” Pérez Caballero, Colombia

Lions Clubs staff is monitoring the question box if you would like to ask a question.

The town hall will begin at 11:00 a.m. CDT and will be recorded.
The Art of Multigenerational Collaboration

We are One Family of Lions and Leos Serving From the Heart
The Art of Multigenerational Collaboration

What are the most common issues that stand in the way of successful multigenerational collaborations?
How do we meet the expectations of each other to understand each other’s personal challenges and perspectives?
The Art of Multigenerational Collaboration

What is the most important piece of advice you want to give to everyone today?
Let’s Continue The Conversation
In Montreal

- Power Your Club with Multigenerational Perspectives
  Hosted by: LLBL Ulli Herrmann
- Leos Rise Together:
  Overcoming Obstacles to Accomplish Goals
- Montreal Meet-Up:
  Leo and Leo-Lion Celebration
- Parade of Nations
  Leos of the World and Leo-Lion Delegations
Thank you for joining us today!
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Shefanie Vin
Leo-Lion Shefanie Vin
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Learn More About Leos and GAT Plus in Latin America

leoslatinoamerica.org

@leoslatinoamerica

@leoslatinoamerica

@b_hivuvpxku

@leoslatinoamerica

Learn More About the International Liaison Officers (ILO)

european-leos.eu

@european.leos

@european.leos

Learn More About the Leo-Lion Program

lionsclubs.org/leo-lion